the staff are better and even less expensive because of the splendid opportunities that are available for skiing during their stay in Greater Boston. The splendid opportunities that are available there are not matched by the other cities so fortunately situated as is Boston.

For beginners, a considerable difficulty is the cost of the necessary equipment. We could help them, by arranging a meet- ing some afternoon for those who wish to join. Some of us could arrange to bring in the meeting equipment and we could discuss the qualities of suitable types and sizes of skis and shoes, types of bindings, waxing, care, etc. This would also give a beginning on this field of experience they will have to meet and might help them considerably in getting a better start. The equipment is rather expensive, and therefore we cannot always offer good advice.

I suggest that those asking this question consider the situation of the student body in New England to whether or not they would like to try a new sport. We are interested in the sport and will be there for a week or so, and the paper can be supplied with a unit.

LIE U'JERISON, Brun. Ass.

R.O.C.T.

To the Editor of The TECH:

The R.O.C.T. is coming in so far as the present announcement of the student body would feel about Naval courses. The value of the courses would be far greater if any of the Institute professors could offer some of the more advanced courses. It is a homely drama of young love and adventure, -the bachelor uncle who is interested in the sport. Some of us could arrange to bring in the meeting equipment and we could discuss the qualities of suitable types and sizes of skis and shoes, types of bindings, waxing, care, etc. This would also give a beginning on this field of experience they will have to meet and might help them considerably in getting a better start. The equipment is rather expensive, and therefore we cannot always offer good advice.
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